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October 2019 Issue 15

Happy Fall!
By Scarlett Tohme
There’s a beautiful crisp freshness in the air, and the leaves are
beginning to turn colors…it’s finally fall! Take a moment to
enjoy the beautiful weather, and everything that comes with this
amazing season here in the great Empire State. So much is
happening in and around NYMC so keep an eye out on what’s
happening around you!

What is Synapse?
The NYMC Synapse is a newsletter published
by the NYMC Student Senate for our
classmates, faculty, administration and other
students at NYMC. We highlight news from
student senate, medical education, student
affairs, and financial planning, give important

As elected members of the NYMC Student Senate, we believe in

updates for each class and highlight big

our role of bringing people together whether it within your class,

events,

among student organizations, alumni events, or connecting you

extraordinary professors.

outstanding

students,

and

with our great administration. Our goal is to keep you wellinformed and well-connected so that we can all continue to

Keep an eye out for these newsletters about

nourish the great community we have at NYMC.

once a month and don’t miss out on the
amazing things that are happening at NYMC!
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Update from Student
Senate E-Board:
What’s Coming Up!
By Kelsey O’Hagan
Wow, it is already the mid-way
through October. Somehow the hustle of
making it through medical school makes time
fly by. All of us on senate are so excited for the
what’s coming the rest of the year and want to
make sure you know what to expect.
Your fabulous M1 senators and
Wellness team are working to organize
Friendsgiving for their class on Sunday
November 10th. The M2s and M3s can’t wait
to see how it turns out this year since we have
fond memories of the event from our first year.
While we are all focused on our
studies, I am well aware that the weather is
getting colder which means more and more of
us are thinking about winter holidays and a
break from the MEC. Until winter break arrives,
we will need to bundle up and make the long
walk to MEC from the parking lot/Grasslands.

To ensure you can make this walk, in style, we
are gearing up to sell Patagonia sweaters
again. Look out for emails coming soon with
links to the store front.
On the 23rd of this month there will be
an Alumni Mixer at the Alumni house. Come by
to say hello to the Alumni; grab a snack and ask
all of your questions about getting where you
want to go.
We want to hear from you. The Student
Senate is eager to help our classmates enjoy
their time at NYMC in any way we can. Each
month we have a meeting to discuss what is
going on at the school and we want to make
sure that we are supporting all of our clubs and
student initiatives the best we can. If you have
a concern or an idea let one of your senators
know so we can help you connect to the right
faculty, fund your idea, and help you turn your
ideas into reality.
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Club Spotlight: TEACH
By Matthew Holstein

Many of the kids arrive at the events with hospital equipment
so they can continue to retrieve treatment and interventions while

Together Educating All Children in

doing experiments. However, it’s a chance for the children to be

Hospitals (TEACH), more commonly known as

outside their hospital room for a period of time, and socialize and

TEACH, is an international organization that

learn with each other. At these events, the kids can just be kids and

began at Albert Einstein College of Medicine

have some fun for a while. These events are open to siblings and

and spread to NYMC several years ago.

parents, as well, who frequently partake in the activities. Even the

TEACH’s main prerogative is to provide

parents learn a thing or two! For example, one TEACH experiment was

educational, hands-on science activities to

the classic “cup phone” experiment. A few of the parents were

children facing medical conditions. TEACH at

surprised it actually worked, and thought stuff like that only worked

NYMC arranges two visits every month for a

in movies!

cohort of four chosen students to head to
Maria Fareri Children’s Hospital to engage

TEACH is also a great chance to remind us, as students, why

the pediatric patients in creative, interactive

we’re here and to show us the end goal of thousands of hours of

learning

science

studying. It’s a way to give back to the local community, and

experiments include experiments such as salt

contribute to something larger than oneself. TEACH’s events for this

painting, which is creating 3-D pictures using

month are September 19th and 24th. They typically run from 5:15PM

salt. This is an opportunity to explain the

to 6:45PM, and four students of those who sign up are chosen for

concept of ionic forces, but also allows the

each event. We recommend you sign up early, and keep signing up

children to engage in arts and crafts.

until you get chosen, because it’s something a large amount of

opportunities.

The

students sign up for!
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To the M1s: It’s time for HYPE!

patients regardless of background. So lets get HYPE
about white coat ceremony.

By Mariah Fontanez-Lutzky
When you think of fall your mind may instantly go to
pumpkin spice lattes, pumpkin patches, and spooky
season. Or because we are in medical school it may
instantly go to Cranial nerves I-XII (which is pretty spooky
within and of itself). Now, don’t read that and give up on
this article because I just reminded you to study, stick with

When: October 28th, 2019 11AM
Where: Performing Arts Center at Purchase College
Friendsgiving: What is friendsgiving? A time to celebrate
being done with Block one, a chance to get to know
different people in our class, and a chance to share our

me a little longer because I’m about to get you HYPE about

~feelings~ about med school so far, aka the “roses and

some events that are especially tailored to us.

thorns” of block one. It is also a chance to express our
gratitude to our wonderful Anatomy and Histology
professors! But besides bringing all the feels, the first part
of the night is a potlock dinner! How will it work? Those
that want to come (and let’s be honest food, feelings, and
friends who wouldn’t want to be there?) will be
randomized into different mods where you will be eating
your potluck dinner! Everyone will bring a dish, there will

White coat ceremony: Don’t know about anyone else, but
I am certainly excited to stop wearing my $15 white coat
from Amazon® that looks as if I am playing dress up (see
picture below) and FINALLY join the rest of our NYMC
community and look like professional doctors in training.
Cause hello, we are about to take Exam 5 of Block one, it is
about time we look official to match all this knowledge we
have gained! But aside from getting our coats, we are
reciting our oath in front of our family, peers, and
faculty/mentors. An oath that was written by a group of
talented M1s declaring our dedication to becoming
physicians, to the journey of constant learning and
innovation, and to providing the best care we can to our

be a Kosher section for those that need it, we will eat and
laugh. Then we will head into Nevins where we can share
our feelings (without professors) tears maybe shed, and
then the professors join us and we exchange gratitude and
compliments. To end the night we will head to the café for
Champagne and Cookies (an NYMC tradition) So Pros:
leave feeling good and full Cons: there are none!
When: November 11th, 2019
Where: MEC
More information to come!

Fall in Westchester:
Things to Do Outside the
MEC
By Abhiniti Mittal

Few things are better than fall in New York. As the
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3. The Great Jack O’ Lantern Blaze- If you’re looking for
a jaw-dropping fall spectacle, look no further than the
great Jack O’ lantern blaze. Set in Van Cortland
Manor, this is a breathtaking display of more than
7000 illuminated jack o’ lantern’s carved in any and
every shape.

temperatures dip and the cool breeze sets in, you’ll want
to head outside and soak every last bit of this perfect
weather. So grab your coat, some friends, and your PSL
and check out our recommendations for fall activities!
4. Apple picking- Did you even experience fall if you
1. Hiking- believe it or not, it’s actually the perfect
time for a hike! Just a short drive from campus

didn’t go apple picking? The Hudson valley is home

you’ll find bear mountain and breakneck ridge,

to some of the best apple farms. Grab a group of

which are just short enough for an afternoon off.

friends and hit up any of the amazing farms near

If you’re looking for a day or even weekend

campus. Here you’ll find hot apple cider, doughnuts,

adventure, head up to the Catskills and check out
nearby towns like Kingston and Woodstock after
a good hike

.
2. Storm King Art Center- Just 45 minutes north of
campus is this open-air museum. Filled with
sculptures and art installations, it’s a perfect
combination of art and nature. Pack a picnic, take
that Instagram shot, and spend the day roaming
the grounds of this unique museum.

and even pumpkin picking!
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Club Spotlight: Clinical
Skills Club
By Christopher McNeill

Recently, the club hosted a career advising lecture “The 5
Kinds of Doctors” given by WMC trauma surgeon and U.S.
Navy Commander Dr. James Feeney. During this amazing

Ever feel like gene-sequencing will be underutilized

talk, Dr. Feeney’s presented his theory about choosing a

during your emergency medicine clerkship? Looking to

specialty, a theory developed during reflections on his own

intubate someone? Want to show off your new suturing

residency applications.

skills to your bleeding patient but don’t know how to

Ultimately, the goal of the Clinical Skills Club is to prepare

suture? Join the Clinical Skills Club.

students for their clinical years, introduce them to valuable

On September 5th the NYMC Annual Club Fair went off

procedures, and to promote hands-on learning outside of the

like gangbusters! With 65 clubs represented there was an

classroom. In the near future, the club plans to hold patient

interest

coding workshops utilizing the simulators at the NYMC

group

for

every

student.

Student-run

organizations include career interest groups for every
specialty,

community

recreational/athletic

clubs,

service

organizations,

cultural

and religious

groups. Without a doubt, the club with the longest line
was the Clinical Skills Club.
The club hosts workshops and lectures by NYMC faculty
and local medical professionals. It is an educational
environment for medical students to learn, practice and
repeat basic and advanced medical techniques. The
workshops include suturing clinics, inserting an IV, how to
perform EKG’s, and reading CT scans and MRIs. The
clinics are held throughout the year and cover essential
skills that will benefit students during their third- and
fourth-year clerkships. The club is run by co-presidents
Michael Reilly and Carly Roe.

Clinical Skills Center to practice responding to codes.

A Foodie’s Guide to
Westchester
By Tom Kim

“Ugh, there’s literally nothing to eat around campus.”
That’s a common line I hear around 5-6pm in the MEC.
Sure it’s no Hell’s Kitchen, but you might be surprised at
some of the hidden gyms in the Westchester restaurant
scene. My name is Tom Kim and I’m a self-appointed
foodie. I would say that my love for food matches if not
surpasses my passion for medicine, and there’s nothing I
love more than to share good food with friends. So in this
month’s Synapse, I thought I would share a few of my
favorites around our Westchester neighborhood.

The Banh Mi Shop
Location: downtown White Plains
Price: $ (~$10)
My favorite place to go for a quick banh mi fix. For those of
you who might not be familiar with it, banh mi is a
Vietnamese sandwich served as grilled meats on a toasty
baguette with pickled vegetables. My personal favorite
would be the marinated short rib banh mi which is packed
with flavor. Cash only!

Ichi Yi Bistro
Location: 4 minute drive from campus
Price: $$ ($22.95/pp for AYCE)
Osaka is overrated. There, I said it. Ichi Yi Bistro, a relatively
unknown restaurant just behind campus is my personal
favorite for affordable sushi in Westchester. They offer all
you can eat (AYCE) options for $22.95 (which is $4 cheaper
than Osaka fyi). Their fish quality is pretty good, especially
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the salmon, roe, and yellowtail, plus they don’t do the classic
move of taking forever with your orders to make you feel more
full. Alternatively, they also offer lunch deals of 2 rolls for
$8.50 or 3 rolls for $11.50. If you’re craving some sushi day
or night, hit up Ichi Yi!

Rocky’s Millwood Deli
Location: 15 minute drive from campus (235 Saw Mill)
Price: $ (~$10)
A 55-year old local favorite deli serving interesting and
delicious sandwich combos. The go-to from here is their
specialty sandwiches, which are hefty sandwiches often made
with fresh chicken cutlet and cheeses. My personal favorites
are the Keystone and the Chuck Noris. A 24/7 spot so a great
late-night option.

Blue Hill At Stone Barns
Location: Tarrytown
Price: $$$$ ($278)
*I have never been, but it’s a funny bonus I thought I’d throw
in
If you happened to win the lottery and wish to spend half of
your prize on one meal, take a few of your close friends to Blue
Hill – ranked No. 11 of the best restaurants in the world.
Featured as an episode on Chef’s Table, chef Dan Barber lets
his farm-to-table (litearlly, they have their own farm outside
the restaurant) do all the talking. Here, there is no menu, but
instead a procession of 30 or more bites and courses sourced
from the fields and pasture at Stone Barns. The ‘grazing,
pecking and rooting’ experience varies according to season
and might involve lettuce heads fresh from the farm, beetroot
pizza or even face bacon, a crispy skin taken from the pig’s
head.
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